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Abstract: Novel synthetic routes to prepare functional oxides at lower temperatures are an 

increasingly important area of research. Many of these synthetic routes, however, use water 

as the solvent and rely on dissolution of the precursors, precluding their use with, for 

example, titanates. Here we present a low cost solvent system as a means to rapidly create 

phase-pure ferroelectric barium titanate using a choline chloride-malonic acid deep eutectic 

solvent. This solvent is compatible with alkoxide precursors and allows for the rapid 

synthesis of nanoscale barium titanate powders at 950 °C. The phase and morphology were 

determined, along with investigation of the synthetic pathway, with the reaction proceeding 

via BaCl2 and TiO2 intermediates. The powders were also used to create sintered ceramics, 

which exhibit a permittivity maximum corresponding to a tetragonal-cubic transition at 

112 °C, as opposed to the more conventional temperature of ~ 120 °C. The lower-than-

expected value for the ferro- to para-electric phase transition is likely due to undetectable 

levels of contaminants.  
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1. Introduction 

Ferroelectric barium titanate has the perovskite crystal structure and is one of the most 

ubiquitous and highly studied electroceramics. It exhibits high room temperature permittivity 

(~ 1000 – 3000) and a sequence of phase transitions from cubic - tetragonal – orthorhombic – 

rhombohedral as a function of decreasing temperature.1-3 Its high permittivity, coupled with 

temperature stability through the use of suitable dopants, make BaTiO3 an excellent candidate 

for the fabrication of multilayer capacitors.4-7 More recently it has received renewed interest as 

the basis for the fabrication of lead-free piezoelectric devices.8 

        Traditionally, oxide-based electroceramics such as BaTiO3 have been made via solid-state 

synthesis,9 which whilst reliable, suffers from several inherent drawbacks. Solid-state synthesis 

is slow, resulting from relatively long diffusion distances (typically on the order of the particle 

size of the raw materials) and often suffers from the formation of recalcitrant intermediate 

phases which are difficult to eliminate in a single or two-step heat treatment.10 This diffusion-

limited compositional heterogeneity can also lead to local variations in functional properties11 

and in many cases the formation of core-shell structures12 which may or may not be desirable, 

depending on the target application. Solid-state synthesis also offers little in the way of size or 

morphological control in the final product.13 This lack of control means that potential 

improvements to performance which could be made through the use of structure-function 

relationships cannot be easily accessed. As such, new, low-temperature, more flexible synthesis 

routes are an important area of research. Additionally, the advent of the Cold Sintering 

Process,14 which is kindling a revolution in processing technology, relies on nanoscale oxides, 

and as such, the low cost, high volume production of these in a wide variety of materials will 

become increasingly important. 

        There have been many schemes to produce nanoscale electroceramic oxides using non-

solid-state routes. Of these, hydrothermal and sol-gel are the most widely recognised.15-17 These 



wet chemical syntheses have the advantage over solid-state routes as they start from aqueous 

or liquid precursor materials and generally result in a homogeneous product. In many cases 

these products also form more rapidly or at lower temperatures than solid-state synthesis, 

making them potentially attractive for industrial applications; however, they require costly high 

pressure vessels and are therefore generally not scalable beyond small volume application. To 

circumvent many of these issues, biological templates have been used to direct structure in 

oxides as they form.18-20 Whilst powerful, this technique suffers from an inherent drawback 

that water-soluble, low pH precursors must be used, restricting the number of materials which 

can be made using biotemplates. This requirement rules out, for example, titanates, which form 

the basis of many technologically interesting oxides. As such, alternative, water-free solvent 

systems are required which can either be used as small molecule templates to form nanoscale 

products, or can be combined with biotemplates to recover their structural directing properties.  

       Recently, ionic liquids (ILs) such as 1-ethyl 3-methyl imidazolium acetate have been 

shown to act as templates for complex oxides,21 sometimes with an added biotemplate to further 

direct the structure of the final product. These synthesis methods are able to utilise water-

insoluble templates or precursors such as cellulose or niobium ethoxide, 21 opening up new 

possible candidates for the rapidly emerging biotemplating field. One drawback of ILs in this 

capacity is the associated cost, particularly as the IL is lost during synthesis. Deep eutectic 

solvents (DESs)22-23 are a cheap and easily-produced form of IL, formed by the concurrent 

melting of two simple organic species, which, once molten, exhibit a suppressed melting point. 

Choline chloride and malonic acid, for example, both have melting points around 80 °C but 

when melted together solidify at 10 °C.24 Whilst in the molten state, DESs can dissolve metal 

salts and/or chelate metal cations in a similar manner to that observed in biotemplated25 or ionic 

liquid syntheses.21,26 DESs can therefore provide the same spatial separation during processing, 

without the need for an aqueous environment, and at a lower cost than for many standard ILs. 



DESs are gaining popularity for applications as they can be used as solvents in electrochemical 

deposition for metal alloys,24 or as a means of dissolving metals or metal oxides out of a wider 

bulk,27 however they have never been used as a direct means of metal oxide synthesis or 

templating. Here, we present a novel synthetic method for the production of gram-quantities of 

nanoscale barium titanate (BaTiO3) powders using a choline chloride and malonic acid DES.  

 

2. Experimental Procedure  

2.1. Synthesis 

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (UK) and used without further purification. 

Choline chloride-malonic acid deep eutectic solvents were prepared in a 1:1 molar ratio and 

heated under stirring to 80 °C until molten and well combined. Separately a 0.5 M barium 

acetate solution was prepared, and 10 ml of the solution added to 10 ml of the deep eutectic 

solvent. The mixture was heated to 90 °C under stirring for 6 hours until all of the water had 

evaporated, forming a thick gel. A stoichiometric volume of titanium isopropoxide was then 

added under vigorous stirring. This produced a pale yellow gel which was pre-calcined in a 

chamber furnace in air at 500 °C for 6 hours, heated at a rate of 10 °C/min. The resulting grey 

pre-calcined material was spread thinly over the base of a large crucible to ensure even 

contact between sample and air, and calcined in air at 950 °C for 1 hour with a heating rate of 

10 °C/min.  

Sintered ceramics were prepared using a 10 mm die and a uniaxial press, and sintered in air at 

1250 °C for 8 hours with a heating rate of 5 °C/min to achieve maximum density which was 

measured using the Archimedes method. 

 

 

2.2. Characterization 



Phase analysis for all samples was performed using a Panalytical X’Pert X-ray 

diffractometer. High resolution XRD patterns for lattice parameter determination were 

obtained using a Stoe Cu-PSD (position sensitive detector).  

Ceramics for SEM were first thermally etched at 90 % of the sinter temperature for 30 

minutes. The calcined powders and sintered, thermally etched ceramics were affixed to 

carbon pads, sputtered with gold, and imaged using a Phillips Inspect F. Energy dispersive X-

ray analysis was performed using an EDAX EDS detector.    

Infrared spectroscopy was performed using a Perkin Elmer Frontier FTIR and GoldenGate 

Diamond ATR between 4000-400 cm-1. Samples for FTIR were dried at 180 °C for 24 h 

before testing to remove surface H2O and CO2. Measurements were taken with the CO2/H2O 

suppression off, which resulted in some noise in the data (2500- 1250 cm-1). 

Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope with a 514 

nm green laser operated at 20 mW.  

Gold paste electrodes were applied to sintered ceramics for electrical testing. Bulk 

capacitance and tan į (the dissipation factor expressed as the ratio of equivalent series 

resistance to capacitive resistance) were measured using an LCR meter (Model 4284A, 

Hewlett Packard, HP). Measurements were taken at the following fixed frequencies: 100 

kHz, 250 kHz and 1 MHz at temperatures between 25 and 250 °C.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

The synthetic method described in the experimental section has several advantages over the 

traditional solid-state route. Firstly, the processing time is greatly reduced. Solid-state 

processing requires sieving, drying, and milling steps, often over the course of several days or 

weeks, in addition to high temperature calcination. The DES method negates the need for many 

of these steps, with the finely-grained product forming rapidly during the second heating step. 



Moreover, the solid-state calcination for BaTiO3 is usually performed at 1150 °C for 6 hours, 

followed by sintering at 1350 °C for 8 hours.28 By comparison, the DES method used in this 

study, required calcination at 500 °C and 950 °C and sintering at 1250 °C to give 91 ± 1 % of 

the theoretical maximum density. Although this density is less than that obtained from 

conventional micron sized BaTiO3, powders it is nonetheless in excess of previously reported 

densities for BaTiO3 ceramics created from nanoscale powders at this temperature,13 and could 

potentially be improved with further processing.  

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns for a) calcined powder, and b) a sintered ceramic indexed to a 

tetragonal cell.  

All peaks in the XRD traces from powder prepared using the DES method could be 

indexed as perovskite, as shown in Figure 1 but the tetragonal splitting is not well resolved in 

the calcined powder and samples appear pseudocubic. The tetragonal nature of the samples 

was however, confirmed by Raman spectra (Figure 2, 950 °C spectrum) which had 

characteristic modes associated with ferroelectric order and tetragonal symmetry at 305 cm-1 

(the E(TO) modes) and 719 cm-1 (A1(LO) phonon modes).28 In contrast, XRD traces from 

crushed sintered ceramics were fully indexed on a tetragonally distorted perovskite cell, Figure 

1b, with a c/a ratio = 1.006 ± 0.0003.  The c/a ratio is commensurate within error to that 

associated with conventionally sintered barium titanate which suggests any residual Cl-, NH4
+, 

or OH- ions from the DES synthesis are either removed in the gaseous phase during 



calcination/sintering or have little effect on the lattice parameters and scale length of 

ferroelectric order.   

 XRD and Raman spectroscopy were also used to elucidate the synthesis pathway taken 

to form barium titanate using the DES method. XRD patterns of a series of samples heated to 

different temperatures are shown in Figure 3. At 300 °C the first crystalline phases appear, and 

although identification has not been possible, they are likely to be caused by crystalline metal-

organic materials. The first identifiable crystalline phase to appear is barium chloride, as might 

be expected from the composition of the solvent and precursors, which is observed in a sample 

heat treated at 400 °C. Titanium emerges in a crystalline phase as anatase TiO2 at around  

 

Figure 2. Raman spectra of BaTiO3 powder calcined to different temperatures as indicated. 

The sample calcined to 950 °C shows the peak indicative of tetragonal splitting at 305 cm-1. 

500 °C. This is confirmed by both the XRD and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2), with the 

appearance of peaks at 25.3 ° 2し in the XRD diffractogram and 143 cm-1 (Eg mode) in the 

Raman spectrum.30 The other indicative Raman active peaks for anatase TiO2 at 402 cm-1 (B1g), 

523 cm-1 (A1g or B1g), and 638 cm-1 (Eg)30 become apparent in the spectrum for a sample heated 

to 600 °C.31 Two further peaks also appear in the Raman spectra of 600 and 700 °C heated 



samples, attributed to the E2g optical mode (broad, 1600 cm-1) and D-band (broad, 1360 cm-1) 

modes often observed in carbon-based materials.32 Since their emergence is concurrent with 

the first crystalline phases in the XRD (Figure 3), it is concluded there is combustion of the 

organic matrix. The BaCl2 and TiO2 intermediates make up the principal components of the 

reaction mixture until 800 °C, at which point a BaTi5O11 phase starts to emerge in the XRD 

data (Figure 3). This is reflected in the Raman spectra for samples heated to 800 °C with the 

appearance of peaks attributed to the BaTi5O11 phase33 at 93 cm-1, between 200-360 cm-1, and 

between 750-1000 cm-1. The formation of such a Ti-rich binary BaO-TiO2  

 

Figure 3. XRD patterns of samples calcined at intermediate temperatures between 300 and 

950 °C. Compounds indexed as follows: BaTiO3 (ゴ), TiO2 (ズ), BaTi5O11 (ﾐ), and BaCl2 (O). 



phase indicates the BaCl2 phase is starting to react with the TiO2, most likely through migration 

of the barium ions into the titanium dioxide phase. This is surprising as the anatase form of 

TiO2 has been shown to be one of the slowest forms of TiO2 to react under hydrothermal 

conditions.34 That the reaction occurs so rapidly suggests the TiO2 is readily able to allow 

diffusion of Ba ions into the lattice to form the Ti-rich intermediate phases. It should be noted, 

however, that this Ti-rich phase is likely to be transient and may only appear as a distinct 

crystalline phase upon cooling of the reaction mixture part way through the heating process. 

As the temperature increases further, and more of the Ba ions diffuse into the Ti-rich phases, 

perovskite BaTiO3 emerges. BaTiO3 is first observed in the XRD data as a very minor 

component phase in samples heat treated at 850 °C but is the sole phase from heat treatment at 

950 °C. The Raman spectrum for samples heat treated at 950 °C reveals a typical profile for 

tetragonal BaTiO3, confirming the tetragonal splitting in XRD data for the powder is not well 

resolved. 

 

Figure 4. Representative transmission electron microscope micrographs of the calcined 

powder. 

Transmission electron microscopy was also performed on the calcined powders (Figure 4), 

which gave an average particle size of 120 ± 83 nm. Scanning electron microscopy was used 



to further examine the microstructure of the crystallites in the calcined powders and ceramics, 

Figure 5. The DES method produces a fine-grained agglomerated powder as shown in Figure 

5a. Figure 5c shows the polished, thermally etched, surface of a DES pellet after sintering. The 

pellet has voids in the surface consistent with the measured density, and the crystallites are 

small. Particle size estimates show the sintered ceramics have a bimodal distribution, with 

roughly 25 % of the particles being of the order 0.6 ± 0.2 µm and the other 75 % being of the 

order 3.2 ± 1.0 µm. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis of the DES-method powder (Figure 5b)  

 

Figure 5. SEM images of a) the calcined BaTiO3 powder, b) the corresponding EDXA 

spectrum of the calcined powder, and c) a thermally etched sintered ceramic fabricated using 

the BaTiO3 powder.      

did not the reveal the presence of any contaminant ions, suggesting the Cl ions are either 

eradicated during calcination or their concentration is below the detection limit of the EDS 

system.  

The relative permittivity (r) and dielectric loss (tan ) from 25 to 225 °C are shown in Figure 

6, with a large dielectric anomaly (permittivity maximum) at ~ 112 °C. This is the tetragonal-

to-cubic polymorphic phase transition, Tc, which normally occurs at ~ 120 °C in coarse-

grained, undoped barium titanate.1 The occurrence of a lower Tc is unexpected given the similar 

c/a ratio of the DES method and conventional BaTiO3 ceramics. Infrared spectroscopy (Figure 

7) showed no evidence of a characteristic O-H stretch mode at 3480 cm-1 in either the calcined 

powder or sintered ceramics and therefore retention of hydroxyl groups in  



Figure 6. Relative permittivity and dielectric loss versus temperature for the DES BaTiO3 

sintered ceramic. 

the BaTiO3 lattice from the DES ceramics cannot explain the lower Tc.35 The slight depression 

observed here is not detrimental to the wider use of this technique, as phase-pure barium 

titanate is rarely used in applications due to the large dependence of permittivity on 

temperature. More often, BaTiO3 is combined with dopants to flatten and stabilise the 

temperature response,36     

An unambiguous explanation for the lower Tc observed here is not evident and this 

phenomenon remains under investigation; however, it is likely, given the high concentration 

of chloride ions in the initial reaction mixture that small quantities of Cl- ions are still present  



 

Figure 7. FTIR spectroscopy of the calcined DES powder which shows no characteristic 

stretch at 3480 cm-1 which would be expected if OH- groups were present in the lattice. 

as contaminants, residual from the synthesis but below the detection limit of the 

characterisation equipment used. It is unlikely, given the size of the particles measured, that 

the much debated strain effects are responsible for the depressed Tc, as the particles are too 

large to correlate with data from previous size effect studies.37,38 The size effect in BaTiO3 is 

also usually coupled with a reduction in the c/a ratio, which is not observed here.38 It is also 

noteworthy that the dielectric loss, Figure 6, is higher in DES ceramics, suggesting that the 

defect chemistry (e.g. some substitution of Cl on the O sites) may be different to that of micron 

grain-sized BaTiO3 ceramics prepared by conventional solid state reaction.37  

4. Conclusions 

       A proof of concept study for a novel and rapid synthetic route to produce nanoscale barium 

titanate using a choline chloride/malonic acid deep eutectic solvent has been presented. The 

synthetic pathway was examined and found to progress through the formation of barium 



chloride which reacts with anatase to give a final BaTiO3 phase at >850 °C. The DES ceramics 

showed close to the expected properties for conventional solid state barium titanate ceramics. 

The slight depression of Tc remains under investigation, however, at this early stage of 

optimisation the decrease in time and energy costs afforded by this synthesis is very 

encouraging and deserves further investigation. The DES method is versatile and easily 

applicable to other oxides, particularly multicomponent systems and could be used to make 

chemically homogeneous, nanoscale versions of complex solid solutions such as 

x(BiZn½Ti½O3).(1-x)(BaTiO3)9 or x(NaNbO3).(1-x)(BaTiO3)39 for potential high temperature 

capacitor applications. The method circumvents the issue of poor mixing of oxide or carbonate 

precursors in conventional mixed oxide routes, with starting materials being homogeneously 

distributed from the outset. Additionally, this method can be combined with biotemplates, 

opening up the possibility of creating bespoke morphologies in technologically useful oxides 

such as titanates in a way which has not been previously accessible, and may prove extremely 

useful in emergent technologies such as the Cold Sintering Process.14 Finally, the DES route 

offers a sustainable, low temperature route for the synthesis of a potentially wide range of 

advanced ceramics.  
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A deep eutectic solvent of malonic acid and choline chloride has been used to synthesize 

ferroelectric barium titanate. The barium titanate forms at 950 °C mediated by the intermediate 

phases barium chloride and titanium dioxide. The materials sinter at a lower temperature than 

the solid state equivalent whilst retaining comparable properties. This synthesis represents a 

flexible and widely applicable method which can be applied to a range of functional materials 

to produce nanoscale powders.       

 

 


